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CAN YOU INTRODUCE YOURSELF ?
I'm Giulia, I'm a member of the international sector of Libera. I'm working here since 2012 after an internship of 3 months during my studies of International Diplomatic Sciences. I was
also volunteered for Libera back home in Portogruaro [next to Venice]. They offered me to stay to work on summer camps E!state Liberi in confiscated assets. Now I'm co-coordinating the
international sector. I'm also studying to finish my master's degree.

CAM YOU SUM UP LIBERA ?
Libera is a large network of more than 1600 organizations. We work on all forms of prevention against organized crime and corruption. It was created in 1995 by a group of Italian social
activists and Priest Don Luigi Ciotti. He's also the president of Gruppo Abele, a big organization in Turin working directly with victims of drug and human trafficking for example. Libera
has 50 employees, 278 local groups in Italy with at least 10 volunteers in each group.

HOW DO YOU DEFINE "MAFIA" ?
The entire name of the organization is Libera, Associations, Names and Numbers against mafias. By "mafia" we are not only talking about organized crime using violent methods but also
multinationals connected to political groups and using local illegal workers in other countries for example. It's a system, not simply criminal groups. Their activities merged into every part
of the society : national and international economy, civil society, political sphere, etc. That's why we created a network with different organizations, not only with anti-mafia associations :
human rights, local development, anti corruption, etc. It's very diverse.

« By "mafia" we are not only talking about organized crime using violent methods but also
multinationals connected to political groups and using local illegal workers in other
countries for example. It's a system, not simply criminal groups. »
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DO PEOPLE FEEL CONCERNED BY MAFIA IN ITALY ?
I can see the difference between my mother and me. She lives in the North of Italy and she doesn't feel the presence of mafias there. It's a common preconception to say that only South
Italy is corrupted by mafias. It's not true ! We work more and more with local communities in Northern Italy. And we have more and more young people acting in Libera, which is a huge
change compared to the 1990's. New generations feel concerned with this topic.

HOW CAN YOU EXPLAIN THIS CHANGE ?
I think people are tired with inequalities, and they consider neither institutions nor governments can solve problems on their own. That's why they get involved in social projects like ours :
they want to empower and be actors of change. It's not heroic, it's just doing their best to become better citizens.

« People are tired with inequalities, and they consider neither institutions nor
governments can solve problems on their own. That's why they get involved in social
projects like ours : they want to empower and be actors of change. It's not heroic, it's just
doing their best to become better citizens. »

THE
INNOVATION
« We are not thinking about what can governments and institutions do but how WE can
change things. And we don't want to do this alone, we need to work in network with a
maximum of people and diverse skills. Mafias are now global criminal networks, we have
to become global networks too. »
WHAT ARE YOUR CONCRETE ACTIONS TO FIGHT SOCIAL INJUSTICE ?
A great part of our work is based on education through culture, prevention and memory. We collect memories of innocent people who suffered mafias and we have built educational
courses with a lot of schools and universities. Innocent victims and their families are the protagonists of our action in local territories. They are not only testimonies but actors of our
change. They warn Italian generations, and not only the youth, about how the mafia organization can destroy your life.
We also work at the international scale with other social actors and networks. We share best practices, results or points of view to build cultural change. We don't want to transfer our
organization in other countries, it doesn't work. We prefer to work with associations knowing local realities. For example, in Latin America, we have founded ALAS – América Latina
Alternativa Social, a network of more than 50 organizations in 11 countries. We are also trying to build an independent network in Europe with NGOs and local groups. Libera France for
example was created by Italian volunteers. Their goal is to share our fight in France. Now we work to change our name in France, to empower the local work with civil society, because it's
very difficult to interact with local community with a foreign name.
Finally, I would talk about social use of confiscated assets. We collected in 1996 more than 1 million signatures to introduce a new bill at the Italian Government about the social use of
confiscated assets. In Italy we already had a specific law about the confiscation assets from mafia groups (apart from Italy, other European countries do not even have the crime of mafia
association in their national legislation). We proposed to use these assets first of all for social and public use. For example, this building where Libera is located is a confiscated asset
which used to be a brothel. The ownership of the asset is always to the Italian State (or a Region or a Municipality) but the management is dedicated to social and public purposes. I think
it's a good way to help and support social initiatives.

HOW THE ACTIONS OF LIBERA ARE INNOVATIVE ?
Because we are not thinking about what can governments and institutions do but how WE can change things. And we don't want to do this alone, we need to work in network with a
maximum of people and diverse skills. Mafias are now global criminal networks, we have to become global networks too. They are smarter than us, they created the idea of networking
before anyone else !

THE
CHALLENGES
« We have to show them that we are not afraid. »

HAVE YOUR STAFF ALREADY HAD PRESSURES ?
It sometimes happens yes. The most frequent action is setting fire to a car or a land. This summer 2017 in Calabria [Southern Italy] some lands managed by a social cooperative called
Terre Joniche we support were burnt by the mafia. The following day, a lot of volunteers from the network went there to clean and help the staff. Another example : 2 years ago, a knitter
cooperative based in a social reused building was created in Campania [Southern Italy]. The day before the opening party, mafias shot on doors and windows. But the staff decided to
maintain the opening the day after and we were 2 times more than expected ! We have to show them that we are not afraid.

LIBERA IS A COMPLEX NETWORK WITH VERY DIVERSE ACTORS. HOW DO YOU MANAGE TO COORDINATE YOUR ACTIONS OR COLLABORATE WITH ALL OF THESE
STRUCTURES ?
I think our great strength is also our weakness : protagonists of the network. When you get involved, you have to share your knowledge and be open to other ideas. You have to accept that
you can't control everything because now you are a piece of a whole. It's not very simple for everyone to play the game. We systematically have to adapt and be open-minded. Our great
challenge is to build a common project, it's a hard work but it's very exciting.

« Our great challenge is to build a common project, it's a hard work but
it's very exciting. »

APPROACH
OF LIFE
WHAT WAS THE "TRIGGERING FACTOR" FOR YOU TO ACT ?
I don't think it was a specific moment. I heard about Libera when I was a volunteer for Catholic Action. One friend of mine proposed me to take part in the project, and I thought it could be
very interesting, and also exciting to unify my desire to change the world.
The relationships with people I met in Libera were another factor. I love their minds, their way of thinking. I learn a lot here.

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU IN LIFE ?
As Giulia, I don't like to think alone, I need to interact with other people. In Libera, we are working on everything together. This is important for me, as a person.
Then, I love traveling, not like a tourist but to know the context by locals. I can achieve it with this job.
I'm also angry with the media because they only show disasters and bad news around the world. In reality, you have people working hard to change the world. Thanks to this work, you can
meet these people and see the good face of humanity. It's a good source of hope and motivation for me because it's not always easy to believe in this work. it's a complex project, and it's
not like what your mom dream for you. We saw bad things, but solidarity between us makes me confident for the future !

WHAT INSPIRES YOU IN LIFE ?
If you do beautiful things for one person, this person can do the same thing for you and for another person. I like this idea of "contagious happiness" !

« We saw bad things, but solidarity between us makes me
confident for the future ! »
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